
2.5 Methods

You may have heard this song from when you were a child:

Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,
And on that farm he had a cow, EE-I-EE-I-O,
With a moo moo here and a moo moo there
Here a moo, there a moo, everywhere a moo moo
Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.

Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,
And on that farm he had a dog, EE-I-EE-I-O,
With a bark bark here and a bark bark there
Here a bark, there a bark, everywhere a bark bark
Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.

Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,
And on that farm he had a cat, EE-I-EE-I-O,
With a meow meow here and a meow meow there
Here a meow, there a meow, everywhere a meow meow
Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.

Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,
And on that farm he had a Hydralisk, EE-I-EE-I-O,
With a rawr rawr here and a rawr rawr there
Here a rawr, there a rawr, everywhere a rawr rawr 
Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.

If you were writing a Java program to print out this song, you might notice that there is a recurring pattern that 
could save you from making a println statement for each line of the song.  Each verse is the exact same song, and 
only the animal and the noise it makes change.

Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,
And on that farm he had a Hydralisk, EE-I-EE-I-O,
With a rawr rawr here and a rawr rawr there
Here a rawr, there a rawr, everywhere a rawr rawr
Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.

To tackle this problem efficiently, Java lets you make Methods that group a block of code together and give it a 
name to which you can refer to later.  Methods have parameters so that you can send information to them to 
customize how the code works.  Here is an example of the Song class that outputs the above 4 lines of Old 
MacDonald:



class Song
{
    
    private static void verse(String animalName, String animalNoise)
    {
        System.out.println("Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O,");
        System.out.println("And on that farm he had a " + animalName +
              ", EE-I-EE-I-O,");
        System.out.println("With a " + animalNoise + " " + animalNoise +
              " here and a " + animalNoise + " " + animalNoise + " there");
        System.out.println("Here a " + animalNoise + ", there a " + animalNoise +
              ", everywhere a " + animalNoise + " " + animalNoise);
        System.out.println("Old MacDonald had a farm, EE-I-EE-I-O.");
        System.out.println("");
    }
    
    public static void main(String[] args)
    {
        verse("cow","moo");
        verse("dog","bark");
        verse("cat","meow");
        verse("Hydralisk"," rawr");
    }
}

Anatomy of the Verse Method

                 Return Type     Method Name       First Parameter                   Second Parameter

private static void  verse ( String animalName , String animalNoise )
{
       // Java Statements...
}

Notes:

• If the return type is void, this method doesn't return any values, it just executes statements.  We will cover
other return types later in the lesson.

• Methods can have any number of parameters, including zero.  
• Each parameter must have a type.
• Multiple parameters are separated with comas.
• Methods and parameters follow the same naming rules as variables.

Calling the Method

You can use the verse method by calling it's name and sending it parameters.  The verse method takes 2 
parameters, animalName and animalNoise, both of which are Strings.  So, when you call it, you have to send it 
two Strings like this:

verse("duck", "quack");



This means that Java will execute the code contained in the verse method, and will load the value "duck" into the 
animalName parameter and the value "quack" in the animalNoise parameter.   The method will then execute the 
statements inside it, printing out the Old MacDonald verse for "duck" and "quack."

Where do we call the verse method?  In this case, we called it from the main method.   We call the verse method 
4 times, each time sending it different values to it's parameters, which will result in 4 different verses.

Exercise 1: happyBirthday

Write the method happyBirthday that has String name as a parameter.  The method will print out the happy 
birthday song using that name.

Method Declaration:

private static void happyBirthday(String name)
{

// your code goes here!
}

Example Method Call:

happyBirthday("Hydralisk");

Resulting Output from Example:

Happy birthday to you!
Happy birthday to you!
Happy birthday dear Hydralisk!
Happy birhtday to you!

Exercise 2: spanishNumbers

Write the method spanishNumbers that has int num as a parameter.  The method will then print the spanish word
for that number if it is between 1 and 10.  The spanish numbers are uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, siete, ocho, 
nueve, and diez (although feel free to use a different language if you wish).

Method Declaration

private static void spanishNumbers(int num)
{

// your code goes here!
}

Example Method Calls:

1.  spanishNumbers(1);
2.  spanishNumbers(5);

Resulting Output from Examples:
1. uno 2. cinco



Exercise 3: displayBox

Write the method displayBox that has int width and int height as a parameter.  The method will print out a width x
height box made of '$'

Method Declaration:

private static void displayBox (int width, int height)
{

// your code goes here!
}

Example Method Call:

displayBox(4,3);

Resulting Output from Example:

$$$$
$$$$
$$$$

Methods that Return Values

All of the methods that we have seen so far have a return type 'void'.  This means they don't return a value, but 
what does that even mean for a method to return a value?  Here's the scoop.

Say we wanted to make a method that cubes numbers.  If you made a void method like this:

private static void cubeOf (int x)
{

int xCubed = x * x * x;
System.out.println(xCubed);

}

This would only print out the value of x3.  However, it would be nice to be able to embed this method call into 
more complex mathematical statements like these:

• int x = cubeOf(3) * 2 + 1;
• if (cubeOf(x) > 100)

In order to do this, this method needs to have a return type, and then return something of that type!  Here's the 
cubeOf method written with a return type int:

private static int cubeOf (int x)
{

xCubed = x * x * x;
return xCubed;

}



Now we can embed this method call in other Java statements, and it will evaluate to whatever we return.  For 
example:

• cubeOf(3) * 2 + 1 // cubeOf(3) evalutes to 27, and the statement evaluates to 55
• cubeOf(4) > 100 // cubeOf(4) evaluates to 64 and the statement evaluates  to false

Methods can return any type.  

Exercise 4:  String ask

We are always using these three lines of code to prompt for user input:

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);
System.out.print("What is the answer to my question? ");
String answer = sc.next();

Let's group this into a method called ask.  Instead of asking for user input like above, we will now be able to use 
an ask method to reduce this to a single line of code:

String answer = ask("What is the answer to my question?");

The ask method should return a String; specifically, it returns whatever String the user types in the terminal.

Exercise 5: boolean ask

Make another ask method that does the same thing as exercise 4, except this time it is for yes/no questions.  This 
method should be a boolean method that returns true if the user types in y or Y, and false if the user types in n or 
N.  It should repeat the question until the user enters valid input.

After you have created this method, try it with the following code in the method:

do
{
    int d6 = (int) (Math.random()*6 + 1);
    System.out.println(d6);
} while (ask("Again? [y,n] ");

Exercise 6: Nim

The game of Nim is an ancient game with many fascinating mathematical properties.  We are going to be making a
simplified version of this game.  In this version, the game starts with a random number of stones between 15 and 
30.  Two players alternate turns and on each turn may take either 1, 2, or 3 stones from the pile.  The player 
forced to take the last stone loses.  Create this Nim game for two players with the following criteria:

• prevent the users from taking an illegal number of stones.  For example, players should not be allowed to 
remove 3 stones when there are only 1 or 2 left.

• include an isValidEntry method that checks to see if the user enters a number between 1 and 3.  This 
should be a boolean method.

• include a separate method to handle the user's turn.
• try to use your ask methods (or a modified version of them) from question 4 and 5 wherever possible.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nim


The program's output should look similar to this:

There are 22 stones.  How many would you like, Player 1?  3
There are 19 stones.  How many would you like, Player 2?  2
There are 17 stones.  How many would you like, Player 1?  3
There are 14 stones.  How many would you like, Player 2?  2
There are 12 stones.  How many would you like, Player 1?  3
There are 9 stones.  How many would you like, Player 2?  3
There are 6 stones.  How many would you like, Player 1?  3
There are 3 stones.  How many would you like, Player 2?  2
There is 1 stone.  How many would you like, Player 1?  1

**** Player 2 is the winner! *****

Play again? [y,n] n
Bye!


